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ABSTRACT: Designer' s work itself in a mill comes from strategie aims of production, we can hardly 
speak about free creation. Although a designer is limited in a way, he/she has some possibilities to 
apply his/her creative objectives. What concerns patterning y.ou always start frorn particular existing 
technology in a mill, it means from production of a yarn to weaving and knitting up to a final finishíng 
of textiles. This reality is inet with an idea and op in ion which has a certain target. In our conditions it 
is a certain type of textile with a particular pattern application in a certain clothing product. 
Sometimes the target is given to a designer but more often a designe? searches new ideas 
himself/herself. It is beneficial for producer to give an employee the most possible volume of 
inspiration. The work of designers mainly includes searching and finding this abstract idea. This one 
is then adapted to particular production possibilities and a new pattern is created as well as a product 
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The oldest supportéd textile discoveries originate from area of ancient Egypt. Geometrical 
ornament is written on paintings and relief. Ancient Egypt is one ofthe most important regions, where 
very rich and perfect orna_mental system development took place. This ornamental system intluenced 
as well the Mesopotamian ornamental system, as welr as the ornamental system of Crete. 
Ancient Cireeks took over the Egyptian ornamental system and developed the system in typical 
way, where the geometrical ornament, focusing on flora and fauna, mythical animals and human body 
dominated /acanthus leave, astragal and laurel tree leave /. 
Romans brought oak tree leaves, lily, vine, pine cones. Meander was typical geometrical element, 
believed as the Roman sprit sign. European textile ornament used in next centuries in hanging half­
garland and garlands the vegeta! motive. 
This indicated excursion through the history presents us the sources of inspiration, transformed by 
different level of stylization and abstraction. 
The sixties of the last century present dynamical development period in different areas of art, 
architecture and design. lnformation about design proposal grows so rapidly, that only one designer is 
not able to process all the information. As a consequence the need of specialization and methodic of 
design comes up. 




d) Phase of choice and decision
e) Phase of calculation and production conditions adjustment
t) Definite design for realization
The industrial design criteria formulation is based on the need of industrial product property. 
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